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Folks:

 

Sharing these stats and info with you:

 

-          Our most recent recruiting and retention statistics show that applications are up and attrition is
down under Director Wray

o   In previous years, our special agent applicant numbers averaged around 12,000 to 13,000 per year,
with an incredibly competitive selection rate of between 5 and 6 percent but this past year [FY2019], we
had almost 35,000 applicants, about triple the last few years

§  That means over the past year, three times as many people wanted to devote their lives to
working as FBI Special Agents than in any recent year

§  Additionally, the attrition rate for our agents is now down to about 0.4 percent

 

-          October 2019 Pew Research data shows that public opinion of the FBI is at a high under Director
Wray

o   Public Expresses Favorable Views of a Number of Federal Agencies, FBI viewed more positively: FBI
at 70% favorable public opinion and majorities of both Republicans and Democrats now express
favorable views of the FBI

 

-          2019 FBI Employee Climate Survey shows that morale among employees is up under Director Wray

o   August 2019 NBC: FBI agent applications up sharply, along with job satisfaction

§  FBI agent applications up sharply, along with job satisfaction

§  The latest survey of FBI employees shows job satisfaction up over last year, a sign that morale
is rebounding

§  With more than a month remaining in the current fiscal year, the FBI told NBC News it had
received 32,000 applications, nearly three times more than the 11,500 it received all of the
previous year. This year's figure was also well beyond the bureau's recruiting goal of 16,000
applicants — to be winnowed down to 900 special agents.

 

§  The numbers show that interest in joining the FBI has come roaring back after a decline in
applications in the past three years. And among current employees, results from the FBI's
annual "climate survey" show upticks in support for the FBI's leadership and mission this year
compared to 2018.
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■ FBI agent applications up sharply, along with job satisfaction

■ The latest survey of FBI employees shows job satisfaction up over last year, a sign that morale
is rebounding
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https://www.people-press.org/2019/10/01/public-expresses-favorable-views-of-a-number-of-federal-agencies/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fbi-agent-applications-sharply-along-job-satisfaction-n1042981


§  Among the last internal results, more employees in FBI field offices said they were proud to
work for the FBI, believe in its mission, and would recommend it as a good place to work.

 

o   August 2019 Lawfare: "Good News for Christopher Wray: Morale is Up at (Most of) the FBI"

§  All told, this year’s climate survey results appear to mostly be good news for Wray. At a
minimum, it shows that many of the sharp declines in morale over the period of the early Trump
era have been arrested and that a recovery may even have begun, though there is still work to
be done on several metrics if the FBI’s leadership wishes to recover to pre-Trump administration
levels.

 

§  To some extent, these data may tend to support what two of us (Anderson and Wittes)
previously described as Wray’s “plough-horse-not-show-horse” style, which seeks to maintain a
low profile and avoid public controversy.

 

###

 

 

Brian P. Hale

Assistant Director, Office of Public Affairs

FBI
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■ Among the last internal results, more employees in FBI field offices said they were proud to
work for the FBI, believe in its mission, and would recommend it as a good place to work.

o August 2019 Lawfare: "Good News for Christopher Wray: Morale is Up at (Most of) the FBI"

■ All told, this year's climate survey results appear to mostly be good news for Wray. At a
minimum, it shows that many of the sharp declines in morale over the period of the early Trump
era have been arrested and that a recovery may even have begun, though there is still work to
be done on several metrics if the FBI's leadership wishes to recover to pre-Trump administration
levels.

■ To some extent, these data may tend to support what two of us (Anderson and Wittes)
previously described as Wray's "plough-horse-not-show-horse" style, which seeks to maintain a
low profile and avoid public controversy.

Brian P. Hale

Assistant Director, Office of Public Affairs

FBI
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https://www.lawfareblog.com/good-news-christopher-wray-morale-most-fbi
https://www.lawfareblog.com/climate-change-real-fbi-and-here-data-prove-it

